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Abstract—The MR-FDPF (Multi-Resolution Frequency Do-
main Partial Flow) method is proven to be a fast and efficient
method to simulate radio wave propagation. It is a deterministic
model which can provide an accurate radio coverage prediction.
In reality, radio channels have the nature of randomness due
to e.g. moving people or air flow. Thus they can not be
rigorously simulated by a pure deterministic model. However, it is
believed that some statistics can be extracted from deterministic
models and these statistics can be very useful to describe radio
channels in reality. In this paper, large scale fading statistical
characteristics are extracted based on the MR-FDPF method.
They are validated by comparison to both the theoretical result
and measurement. The match also demonstrates that MR-FDPF
is capable of simulating large scale fading.

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the radio propagation channel is the foundation of

wireless communications, a good understanding of the radio

channel is necessary for reliable system design [1]. For in-

stance, an accurate knowledge of channel characteristics is

required for cellular operators to optimize the coverage and

maintain the interference at the lowest possible level.

Typically, the characteristics of the radio channel can be

obtained by the following ways:

• Channel measurements: Conducting channel measure-

ments is the most reliable way to know the radio channel,

but it is not always possible to conduct extensive channel

measurements for every radio system since measurement

campaigns are usually time consuming and costly.

• Empirical channel models: Empirical models [1] are

constructed either based on simplifying assumptions con-

cerning the physical geometry of the propagation envi-

ronments or based on a best fit to measurements data

conducted in a typical environment. However, empirical

models suffer from a lack of accuracy as they do not take

into account specific propagation environments.

• Deterministic channel models: Deterministic channel

models typically include ray optical methods [2] and fi-

nite difference methods [3]. They are based on the theory

of electromagnetic propagation. Deterministic models are

known for their relatively high accuracy since they intrin-

sically take into account the propagation environment. For

that reason, they are also called site-specific models [4].

However, deterministic models have the disadvantage of

high computational load.

Among the three, deterministic channel models are a good

choice considering the trade off between accuracy and cost.

Therefore, in this paper, the MR-FDPF method [5][6][7][8], a

finite difference method, is chosen as the propagation model.

The MR-FDPF method is proven to be fast and efficient in

providing the radio coverage prediction. The provided cover-

age has a high level of accuracy because it takes into account

the specific propagation environment, and also because of

its high spatial resolution. Since the MR-FDPF method is

a deterministic channel model, the signal strength provided

by it is deterministic, but not stochastic. However, in reality

radio channels have the nature of randomness due to e.g.

moving people or air flow. Therefore, even while possessing

the property of high accuracy, the MR-FDPF method can not

describe the random aspect of radio channels. However, it is

believed that some useful statistics, like large scale fading

statistics, can be extracted from the deterministic model. In

this paper, we investigate this point and validate it by both the

theoretical result and measurement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the concept of large scale fading. Then, in section

III large scale fading characteristics are extracted based on

the MR-FDPF method, followed by experimental evaluation

in section IV. Finally, conclusion is given in section V.



II. LARGE SCALE FADING CHARACTERISTICS

When expressed in dB, the instantaneous path loss can be

considered as the sum of the mean path loss, shadow fading

and small scale fading as follows [4]

PL(d) = L(d) +Xσ + F (1)

where PL(d), L(d), Xσ and F denote the instantaneous path

loss, the mean path loss, shadow fading and small scale fading

associated with the Tx-Rx (transmitter and receiver) separation

distance d, respectively. Unlike small scale fading which

characterizes the rapid fluctuations of the received signal

strength over very short travel distances (a few wavelengths),

large scale fading, referring to the total effect combining the

mean path loss and shadow fading shown in equation (1),

characterizes signal strength variation over large distances [1].

Typically the mean path loss L(d) is deterministic and is

log dependent on the Tx-Rx separation distance d as follows

[1]

L(d) = L0 + 10n · log
10
(d) (2)

where L0 is a constant which accounts for system losses and n

is the path loss exponent depending on the specific propagation

environment. For instance in free space propagation n = 2.

The shadow fading Xσ is a zero-mean Gaussian distributed

random variable (in dB) with standard deviation σ. Small

scale fading is typically described by Rayleigh distribution for

NLOS (non-line-of-sight) propagation and Rice distribution

for LOS (line-of-sight) propagation [1].

Large scale fading characteristics are very useful for deter-

mining the coverage area or evaluating system performance.

For instance, with large scale fading characteristics, system

designers can determine how large the coverage area of a

transmitter is and what fade margin is required to achieve a

certain level of edge reliability, e.g., 90% edge reliability.

III. EXTRACTION OF LARGE SCALE FADING

CHARACTERISTICS BASED ON THE MR-FDPF METHOD

In this section, a brief introduction of the MR-FDPF method

is provided. We then investigate whether the MR-FDPF

method is capable of simulating shadow fading phenomenon

and how to extract fading characteristics based on the MR-

FDPF method.

A. Multi-Resolution Frequency Domain Partial Flow method

MR-FDPF method is the frequency domain version of (time

domain) Partial Flow method [5]. The Partial Flow method

is a numerical solution of Maxwell’s equations based on

the cellular automata formalism [9][10]. Detailed information

about the Partial Flow method can be found in [11][12]. For

the reason of simplification, the Partial Flow method is trans-

fered into frequency domain by taking the Fourier transform.

Moreover, the computational load of the frequency domain

Partial Flow method can be further reduced by introducing

the multi-resolution structure [5].

Considering the high computational load, most of the time

MR-FDPF method is restricted to 2 dimensions (2D). This

introduces an additional approximation error when compared

to a real 3D propagation. Therefore, a calibration process

seems to be imperative [6].

The calibration can be done in two steps. The first step is

to estimate the constant offset as follows

∆Ψ =
1

m

m
∑

k=0

(Ψmes (k)−Ψsim (k)) (3)

where Ψmes (k) and Ψsim (k) are the mean powers from

measurements and simulations, respectively, and m is the

number of samples. A constant offset always exists because

of the numerical sources used in the MR-FDPF method,

compared to the real transmitters in reality. An attenuation

coefficient of the air αair is introduced by MR-FDPF in order

to compensate the inaccuracy of the 2D model to simulate

a real 3D propagation [13]. Besides, the set of parameters

(nmat, αmat) of materials, where nmat and αmat are the

reflection factor and the attenuation coefficient of materials

respectively, should also be calibrated since we never know

exactly the material and the width of walls. Therefore, the

second step of the calibration process is to estimate the αair

and (nmat, αmat) by minimizing the cost-function Q defined

by the root mean square error (RMSE) between measurements

and predictions

Q = RMSE =

√

√

√

√

1

m

m
∑

k=0

‖Ψmes (k)−Ψpred (k)‖2 (4)

where

Ψpred (k) = Ψsim (k) + ∆Ψ (5)

are the mean powers from predictions. The minimization

process is solved by the direct search algorithm “DIRECT”

by Jones et Al. in [14].

In Fig. 1, radio coverage provided by the MR-FDPF method

is presented, obtained from a narrowband signal at 2.45 GHz

with 0 dBm transmitter power.

B. Capability of Simulating Shadow Fading Phenomenon

From a theoretical point of view, small scale fading and

shadow fading can be averaged out over an area, e.g. a square

area, of a proper size. In other words, neither small scale fading

nor shadow fading can be observed if the averaging area is

large enough. The obtained path loss curve after averaging

over a large enough area will be very smooth because it only

contains the mean path loss.

If MR-FDPF is capable of simulating the fading character-

istics, it should show the averaging effect described above.

Therefore, we investigate this by doing averaging over square

areas of different sizes, from 5λ × 5λ to 50λ × 50λ, with a

step of 5λ, where λ denotes the wavelength. The averaging

effect from MR-FDPF simulation is shown in Fig. 2. In this

figure, a shadowing effect is evidenced over 5λ×5λ area, and

10λ × 10λ area too, but there is a trend: the larger the size

of the averaging area is, the less the shadowing effect can be

observed. When the size of the area is about 40λ × 40λ, the

shadowing effect almost can not be observed, which means

that the shadowing has been averaged out.

Fig. 2 demonstrates that MR-FDPF is capable of providing

the shadow fading phenomenon.
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Fig. 1. radio coverage prediction provided by the MR-FDPF method at
2.45GHz.
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Fig. 2. The averaging effect over areas of different sizes.

C. Extraction of Large Scale Fading Characteristics

In this subsection, we describe the extraction of the large

scale characteristics, namely the mean path loss and the

shadow fading. In order to get the large scale characteristics,

first we should average out the small scale fading. The

obtained path loss after averaging out the small scale fading is

usually called the local mean path loss. The most critical point

for averaging out the small scale fading is the determination

of the size of the averaging area.

According to [15][16], if the samples are expressed in dB,

the number of samples associated with 90% confidence inter-
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Fig. 3. The obtained local mean path loss, mean path loss and shadowing
from the MR-FDPF method.

val is N = 85. Provided that for MR-FDPF a square area can

be chosen, the number of samples associated with each side of

the square is thus
√
N . In addition, for a Rayleigh distributed

signal envelope, the uncorrelated distance for two adjacent

samples is 0.38λ [16]. Finally, we obtain the minimum length

of the side of the square is 0.38λ×
√
N ≈ 3.8λ. On the other

side, if it is a LOS propagation, the received signal envelope

may be Rice distributed rather than Rayleigh, then in this case

a smaller sample size may be sufficient [16].

Since the performance of MR-FDPF will be verified by

comparison to the measurement conducted at Stanford by Dr.

N. Czink [17] which will be described in section IV, we

run MR-FDPF simulation with the same scenario as in the

measurement. The simulation frequency is 2.45GHz, and there

are 8 transmitters and 8 receivers (i.e. 64 links in total). For

more detailed scenario information, please refer to section IV.

According to the description above, the local mean path loss

averaged over an area of 3.8λ×3.8λ is obtained shown in Fig.

3 by the red stars.

The local mean path loss includes both the mean path loss

and the shadow fading. Since the mean path loss depends on

the log distance shown in equation (2), we choose to get the

L0 and n by using the curve fitting tool of Matlab such that the

difference between the local mean path loss and the estimated

mean path loss is minimized in a mean square error sense.

Substituting the estimated L0 = 50.26 and n = 1.592 into

equation (2), we obtain the mean path loss

L(d) = 50.26 + 10× 1.592 · log
10
(d) (6)

Here n = 1.592 indicates that there exists a waveguide effect

in the propagation. The obtained mean path loss is shown

by the black continuous curve in Fig. 3. Finally, the shadow

fading can be obtained by just subtracting the mean path loss

from the local mean path loss, which is denoted by the blue

circles in Fig. 3.

In order to validate the shadow fading we have extracted,

we compare its CDF (cumulative distribution function) with

that of normal distribution. The comparison result is shown in
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Fig. 4. CDF comparison between the extracted shadow fading from the
MR-FDPF method and normal distribution.

Fig. 4. From the figure, we can see that the extracted shadow

fading and the theoretical result are very similar.

Moreover, we also compute the standard deviation of the

extracted shadow fading, which is 5.87 dB.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The results from the measurement campaign corresponding

to “I2I moving receivers” scenario conducted at Stanford

[17] are exploited to verify the performance of the proposed

approach based on the MR-FDPF.

A. The office scenario

The scenario was a typical 16 x 34 m office space made of

30 cubicles and 7 small separated rooms. 8 transmitters and

8 receivers were distributed in the office as illustrated in Fig.

5. All the transmitters were fixed in their locations, whereas

all the receivers were randomly moved inside their cubicles

when conducting the measurements. All the transmitters and

receivers were equipped with omnidirectional antennas. Four

materials were mainly used in the office, i.e., concrete for

the main walls, plaster for the internal walls, glass for the

external glass wall and wood for the cubicles located in the

central part of the office.

B. Measurement setup

8 x 8 MIMO channels at a center frequency of 2.45 GHz

were measured simultaneously with a RUSK MEDAV channel

sounder [18]. In the measurement, 120 time blocks covering

a total time of 32 seconds and 220 frequency bins covering

a bandwidth of 70 MHz were recorded. For large scale

fading study, narrowband measurements are sufficient, hence

the measurement data is restricted to the center frequency.

Note that the averaging over the 120 time blocks implies the

averaging over space since the receivers were moving when

recording.

Fig. 5. The measurement scenario.
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Fig. 6. The obtained local mean path loss, mean path loss and shadowing
from measurement.

C. Measurement results

In this subsection, we extract large scale fading character-

istics from the measurement. First of all, we obtain the local

mean power by averaging over the 120 time blocks, which is

shown by the red stars in Fig. 6. In the same way as in the

simulation, the deterministic mean path loss is obtained by

curve fitting

L(d) = 47.25 + 10× 1.442 · log
10
(d) (7)

The mean path loss is shown in Fig. 6 by the black continuous

curve. Once we get the mean path loss, the shadow fading is

obtained by subtracting the mean path loss from the local mean

path loss, which is denoted by the blue circles in Fig. 6.

The CDF comparison between the extracted shadow fading

and normal distribution is shown in Fig. 7. This good match
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Fig. 7. CDF comparison of the extracted shadowing and normal distribution
from measurement.

TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN THE SIMULATION AND MEASUREMENT

n The standard deviation σ

MR-FDPF 1.59 5.87 dB

Measurement 1.44 7.66 dB

demonstrates that the proposed approach for extracting the

shadow fading is effective. The standard deviation of the

extracted shadow fading from the measurement is 7.66 dB.

D. Match between the simulation and measurement

Compare the parameters extracted from the MR-FDPF

method and measurement in Tab. I, we can see that they fit

each other very well. The path loss exponents n both from the

MR-FDPF method and measurement are smaller than 2, which

indicates that there exists a waveguide effect in the propaga-

tion. The standard deviation of shadowing from simulation

is slightly lower than that from measurement. We suggest

that this is due to the unmodeled furniture which would

contribute more to fading. The match between the simulation

and measurement demonstrates that the MR-FDPF method is

capable of simulating large scale fading characteristics.

V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

Although deterministic channel models possess the ad-

vantage of high accuracy due to their ability to take into

account the specific propagation environment, they can not

rigorously simulate realistic radio channels presenting random

phenomenon. However, some useful statistics can be extracted

from deterministic channel models. Basically, deterministic

channel models combine all propagation phenomenons, i.e.,

the deterministic mean path loss, shadow fading and small

scale fading. Thus, in order to extract fading statistics, we

should first try to separate them. In this paper, large scale

fading characteristics are extracted based on the MR-FDPF

method. The extracted fading characteristics are validated by

comparison to both the theoretical results and measurement.

The match demonstrates that MR-FDPF method is capable of

simulating large scale fading characteristics.

In the future, more measurements would be conducted

in order to validate the extraction approach based on MR-

FDPF in other scenarios and/or frequency bands. Furthermore,

although this paper is mainly based on the MR-FDPF method,

it is worth investigating whether our approach can be applied

to other deterministic channel models, e.g. ray tracing models

to extract the fading statistics.
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